
Digitally revolutionised sex
work – if you still haven’t
heard about it, here’s all you
need to know

For some time now, we’ve seen the internet become the
catalyst for many incredible

changes in the entertainment industry. The pandemic made all
services even more digitised

for our comfort. We got used to the fact, that virtually
everything is now online. It’s not that

much different with sex. The world has changed a lot even in
this area. Find out more about

how the digital revolution has influenced sex work in the last
few years.

People searching for arousal are not using the tube sites only,
there’s a whole variety of

solutions allowing to meet everyone’s needs. We all started
craving for more quality contact

with another human, and the Internet, as always, has found
ways to deliver it to them.

During the last few years especially the subscription-based
sites allowing performers to

share content have been emerging rapidly. It is much easier to
feel connected to the

performer, when you can support them directly, view
exclusive content and make special
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requests that end up as content available only for you to
enjoy. Many platforms have

enabled users to follow their favourite influencers, or even
helped some of the lesser known

to become one. Platforms like EscortFans.com have made their
way to the market,

specifically designed to be sex worker-friendly and have quite
literally revolutionised the sex

work industry and forever redefined what sex work means in
the digital age. What was once

an industry dependent on tradition and viva voce has now
become one of the easiest ways

for sex workers to become globally-recognised adult content
creators – and all at the click of

It has never been easier for any kind of a sex worker including
escorts, webcam girls, porn

stars, dominatrixes and erotic massagists or any other adult
model to gain huge popularity

and start capitalising on this new fan-based subscription
platform craze. EscortFans.com

alone has already paved the way for the incredible success
stories including Claudia AX and

Elak Baby to name just a few.

Before the revolution, the life of a typical sex worker would
include traveling to attend

several appointments a week for months on end to make
enough money to pay the bills but

since the platform’s birth in 2020, not only do sex workers no
longer need to see their
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clients physically, but they can make adult content for
hundreds if not thousands of fans

simultaneously and make more money than ever from the
comfort of their own homes.

Creating content on sites like these allows sex workers to
build up a huge network of clients

and a global following just by starring in their own photo and
video productions. Features

like videos, photos, private messages, and other types of
online content provide an exciting

array of opportunities that traditional escorting could never
keep up with. Now sex workers

have the freedom and autonomy to choose how and when they
want to work, by doing

something simple like creating a social media profile and a fan
page.

The market is saturated with erotic content and even more
ways for people to find adult

entertainment than ever before, without ever having to leave
their homes. The pandemic

really helped to shift the scales in favour of digital media, and
it is better for everyone.

***

Created in 2020, EscortFans.com is a fan-based subscription
social network platform which

is redefining the online sex worker’s market. Over the past two
years it has been trailblazing

the adult content industry, taking the niche of sex work (porn
stars, companions, camgirls,
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dominatrix, strippers, adult entertainers) and turning it into a
modern adult social network.

It gives real sex workers a chance to benefit from the digital
sex work market without the

discrimination and stigma they would normally face when
trying to break into online

stardom. The platform is focused on celebrating its creators
by building an open, engaging,

and safe environment for sex workers to earn money and
offers a variety of tools and

support every step of the way.
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